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Abs t r ac t  
This paper applies discrete dynamical systems theory to the analy- 
sis of simplified hopping robot models which are analogous to Marc 
Raibert ’s experimental machines. We first review a 1-dimensional 
vertical hopping model which captures both the vertical hopping 
dynamics and non-linear control algorithm. Second, we present 
a more complicated %dimensional model which includes both for- 
ward and vertical hopping dynamics and a foot placement algo- 
rithm. These systems are analyzed using a Poincare‘ return map, 
and hopping behavior is investigated by constructing the return 
map bifurcation diagrams with respect to system parameters. The 
bifurcation diagrams show a period doubling cascade leading to a 
regime of chaotic behavior. Using the vertical model results as a 
guide, we interpret the interesting dynamic behavior of the planar 
hopping system. 
1. In t roduct ion  
Dynamically stable legged locomotion has attracted the interest of 
scientists and engineers since Muybridge and before. The work of 
Raibert and coworkers has certainly been among the most notable 
of the efforts to analyze and implement dynamically stable legged 
robot locomotion. Raibert [I] has developed a variety of theoreti- 
cal and experimental models of of 1, 2, and 4 legged hopping ma- 
chines which decompose locomotion into separate problems: the 
excitation of vertical motion, the maintenance of a desired forward 
running speed via a foot placement algorithm, and control of the 
body attitude. 
In order to understand some of the interesting dynamical behavior, 
such as “limping gaits,” seen in Raibert’s experiments, Koditschek 
and Biihler [2] studied the dynamics of one-legged hopping from 
an analytical viewpoint. They developed a vertical hopping model 
which captures the essential non-linear features of Raibert’s ma- 
chines and uses a control algorithm analogous to Raibert’s vertical 
excitation method. In addition to stable uniform vertical hopping 
motions, Koditschek and Biihler also demonstrated the existence 
of a stable period-:! hop which qualitatively resembled the exper- 
imental data of the limping gait. 
Vakakis and Burdick [3] extended the Koditschek/Biihler model 
by relaxing the assumption used in [2] of an instantaneous thrust 
during the stance phase. In addition to corroborating the period-2 
bifurcation seen in [2], the complete global bifurcation diagram 
were constructed in [3] for cases of instantaneous and finite thrust 
duration. I t  was shown that a period-doubling cascades into chaos 
is possible, not just the period-2 hop predicted in [2]. It was also 
shown that the model in [2] was structurally unstable, meaning 
that global hopping behavior was substantially altered by a finite 
thrust duration. Thrust duration can be used to control the com- 
plexity of the chaotic attractor, and for sufficient large thrust du- 
ration, the attractor collapses to a globally stable uniform period-1 
hopping motion. 
The question remained as to whether the interesting behavior 
observed for vertical hopping would be preserved under lateral 
motion of the system. This paper extends Vakakis’s model (Sec- 
tion 3) by including forward running dynamics and Raibert’s foot 
placement algorithm. An analytical approximate Poincark map is 
derived using the method of regular perturbation expansion (Sec- 
tion 4). An exact Poincark map is also numerically computed 
(Section 5 ) .  The bifurcation diagrams of these maps (Section 6) 
show that the period doubling behavior observed in the 1-D model 
is preserved for non-zero forward velocities. In other words, Raib- 
ert’s machines and leg placement algorithm are theoretically pre- 
dicted to have period-2 and higher period stable hopping motions 
for some system parameter values, even for a foot placement algo- 
rithm which is intended to have only period-1 hopping motions. 
We suggest that the limping gait is likely due to the period dou- 
bling seen in our simplified models. These results demonstrate the 
importance of both the Poincark map analysis and the predictive 
power provided by the simple vertical model. Because of length 
restrictions, interested readers should consult [5] for the more de- 
tailed derivations and results which are abbreviated in this paper. 
2. Review a n d  S u m m a r y  of Vertical Hopp ing  Mode l  and 
Resul t s  
The salient features and behavior of the 1-D model in [3] are re- 
viewed in this section, as this model provides insight into the more 
complex 2-D model considered in later sections. [3,4] should be 
consulted for more in-depth analysis of the 1-D map. The simpli- 
fied vertical hopping robot model consists of a point mass fixed to 
a massless leg and actuator combination (Figure 1). The actuator 
is a pneumatic cylinder with restoring force, F,, proportional to: 
1 F, N - 
r 
where r is the length of the cylinder, or leg. The stiffness of the 
nonlinear spring may be adjusted by changing the supply pressure 
to the cylinder. This is equivalent to multiplying Fa by a constant. 
F igure  1: Vertical Hopping Robot Model 
The vertical hopping cycle may be decomposed into four phases 
which are the 1-D analogy of Raibert’s higher dimensional state 
machine models. 
1. T h r u s t  Phase.  The j t h  hopping cycle begins at  time t j  
when the leg reaches its maximum compression: rj = r(t,), 
b( t j )  = 0.  The control valves are opened and a constant sup- 
ply pressure is applied to the leg cylinder for a fixed time, &. 
This results in a constant thrust force, T ,  which is the product 
of the supply pressure and the cross section of the pneumatic 
cylinder. The robot equation of motion during this phase is: 
i: - T + g = 0 for tj 5: t 5 t ,  + bt (2.2) 
where g is the gravitational constant. 
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iv. 
Decompression Phase .  At the end of the thrust phase, the 
valves are closed, defining an effective spring constant, 172 = 
v e t ,  where rei is the body position at the end of thrust phase. 
The equation of motion of the system during this phase is: 
where rmaz is the uncompressed pneumatic cylinder reference 
length. The  robot loses contact with the ground when it 
reaches the height rmaz. 
Fl ight  Phase .  We assume that the lift-off and touchdown 
heights are identical to  rmaz, and that air drag during flight is 
negligible. The equation of motion in this phase is: 
i + g = O  r > r m a z  (2.4) 
Compress ion  Phase .  At touchdown , (ti,, r,,,), an initial 
pressure exists in the leg, fixing the spring constant during 
compression a t  q.  ‘l’he equation of motion during this phase 
is: 
(2.5) 
rl 
r 
i - - - + g = o  
At the end of this phase, a new minimum height rj+l is reached 
at time tj+l, and a new hopping cycle starts. 
2.2 Poincark Map for the 1 DOF Robot 
We are interested in analyzing the global nonlinear dynamic be- 
havior of the l and 2-DOF hopping systems and the effect of sys- 
tem and control parameter variations on their behavior. Hopping 
is highly cyclic in nature, and a useful tool for analyzing non-linear 
systems with cyclic behavior is the Poincark return map [6]. This 
tool was used in (21 and [3] to  analyze hopping behavior and will 
be used in this paper as well. 
i. 
F i g u r e  2: Phase space and Poincark section 
Given a set of initial conditions, equations (2.1)-(2.5) determine 
the motion of this dynamical system through four subsequent 
phases of a complete hopping cycle, and the phase space of the 
system is 3-dimensional: ( r ,  i., t ) .  The Poincare‘ Section, E ,  is a 
hyperplane in the extended phase space that intersects the trajec- 
tory of the system transversally (Figure 2). The Poincare‘ Return 
Map, which relates one point of intersection on E to the next in- 
tersection point with the same orientation, has the form (for the 
1-DOF system): 
TJ+1 = f ( T J ,  t J h  t,+1 = g ( r J , t J ) .  (2.6, 
In this case, let us locate C a t  i. = 0. The trajectory of the system 
will pierce C transversally if i: # 0 [3], which is satisfied whenever 
the robot is in motion. The trajectory will pierce C a t  two distinct 
points during each hopping cycle, denoted by A and A’ (Figure 
2), which respectively correspond to the minimum and maximum 
hopping height. In [3], point A was chosen as the location a t  which 
the dynamics were sampled, and it was shown that the vertical 
hopping return map reduced to  a 1-dimensional map relating the 
minimum height of successive hops. 
A detailed derivation of the 1-DOF model return map can be 
found in [3]. In deriving the Poincark map, it was assumed that 
gravity forces during the stance phase are negligible compared 
to thrust and stiffness forces. This same assumption was made 
in [2]. The effects of including gravity during the stance phase is 
analyzed in [4], and will be briefly considered in Section 7. In brief, 
the return map is determined by integrating equations (2.1)-(2.5) 
over their respective intervals, using as initial conditions the final 
conditions of the previous phase. Introducing the non-dimensional 
leg length, w j ,  and non-dimensional parameters X and p: 
- rrmaz .  76; r ’  = J. 1 P=- ,  
rmaz 17 2rmaz 
the 1-D return map has the non-dimensional form [3]: 
The return map analysis has two important features: it reduces 
the dimension of the dynamics by one, and it converts the study 
of the continuous hopping robot dynamics to the analysis of a 
discrete nonlinear mapping (2.6). The fixed points, or period 1 
orbits, of the return map correspond to motion which is uniform 
from bounce to bounce. Similarly, a period-n orbit corresponds to 
a robot motion which repeats itself after n hops. The stability of 
the periodic motions is determined by the stability of the return 
map periodic orbits, and an analysis of the 1-D map fixed point 
stability can be found in [3]. 
The main feature of this map is the period doubling bifurcations 
which occur as X is increased and P is held constant. The bi- 
furcation is termed co-dimension one because only one possible 
bifurcation variable is varied. Figure 3 shows the bifurcation dia- 
gram for p = 0 (instantaneous thrust assumption). Increasing X 
can be physically accomplished by increasing the ratio of stance 
thrust force, r ,  to nonlinear spring constant, 17. Physically, as X 
is increased beyond a certain critical value, the stable period one 
motion changes into a stable period two hop, which is interpreted 
as a repeating “two step”. Further increases in X can lead to a 
period doubling cascade to chaos. 
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Figure  3: Global Bifurcation Diagram, case /3 = 0 
An interesting property of this map is the ability of nonzero /3 
(finite thrust time) to control the period doubling behavior [3]. 
Increasing p decreases the complexity of the global dynamic be- 
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havior, and for /3 greater than a critical value, the period doubling 
behavior collapses to  a globally stable period-1 hopping motion. 
A representative bifurcation diagram for /3 = 0.001 is shown in 
Figure 4. 
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Figure  4: Global Bifurcation Diagram, case /3 = 0.001 
With the 1-D model as background, we proceed to  introduce and 
analyze a more complete model which includes both vertical and 
horizontal hopping dynamics. 
3. T h e  2 D O F  M o d e l  
The total system mass is modeled as a point mass with no rota- 
tional inertia. The leg actuator and energy storage mechanism is 
an air cylinder with restoring force proportional to the inverse of 
the piston displacement, like the 1-DOF model. The leg and cylin- 
der combination are assumed to  be massless. Accordingly, only 
two independent coordinates are necessary to describe the config- 
uration of the robot. It will be convenient to work with a polar 
coordinate system when the robot is in contact with the ground 
and a Cartesian system for ballistic motion. Let r denote the leg 
length (analogous to  the piston length in the 1-DOF model) and 
0 denote the “hip angle” during stance (Figure 5) .  
Like the 1-D model, the motion of the robot may be decomposed 
into four distinct phases : thrust, decompression, flight and com- 
pression (Figure 6 ) .  
i. T h r u s t  Phase. At time t j  the leg is a t  its minimum radial 
length, rj = .(ti) (i.e., +(ti) = 0 ), the control valves are 
opened and a constant supply pressure is connected to the leg 
cylinder for a fixed time, 6t. This applies a constant radial 
force, ?, to  the mass. The equations of motion in this phase 
are: 
m(+ - ri2) - .T. + mgcos(e) = o for t, 5 t 5 t j  + 6, 
m(r3 + 2 4 )  - mg sin(0) = o 
(3.1) 
ii. Decompression Phase .  At the end of the thrust phase the 
valves are closed and the cylinder decompresses. The effective 
spring constant is ?(r  - rzero), where rtero is the complemen- 
tary piston length. The actual piston length is rmoz - rzero. 
The piston length in the 1-DOF model does not matter be- 
cause a “massless” extension may be added and the dimen- 
sions rescaled. The behavior of the 2-DOF model is affected 
because the change in 0 is dictated by an angular momentum 
effect which becomes more pronounced as the mass approaches 
the foot pivot point. The spring force acts radially until the 
cylinder reaches length rmaz, which denotes the beginning of 
flight. The equations of motion are: 
iii. F l igh t  Phase .  The final conditions of the decompression 
phase are converted from polar to  Cartesian representation. 
Neglecting air drag during flight, the equations of motion are: 
2 = 0 ;  $ + g = O .  (3.3) 
The touchdown conditions a t  the end of flight are determined 
by the foot placement algorithm (FPA), which is discussed 
below. 
iv. Compression Phase .  At touchdown, the Cartesian variables 
are mapped to  polar coordinates. The spring constant during 
this phase, 6, is a parameter chosen by the designer. The end 
of the compression phase is signaled by the condition i. = 0. 
The equations of motion are: 
Te 
stance phase flight phase 
Figure  5: Description of 2-DOF Hopping Model 
m(r3 + 2i.i) - mg sin(0) = o 
At the end of this phase a new minimum height is reached and 
the cycle repeats. 
The impact of the leg with the ground causes no energy loss be- 
no frictional losses occur during any phase of motion. The time 
during contact with the ground (thrust, decompression and com- 
tfd’Ofd cause in this model we assume the leg is massless. Furthermore 
pression phases) is collectively termed the stance phase. t 
\ \ \ \ I  \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \  
thrust decompression flight 
compression 
Figure  6: 2-DOF Hopping Robot Cycle 
In order to bring this model in line with the one DOF hopper, 
several additional assumptions are made: 
i. Gravity is neglected in the radial equations of motion during 
stance. This implies that the radial spring and thrust forces 
dominate. This assumption is also made in the 1-DOF model, 
and $7 give numerical results for a model which includes grav- 
ity during stance. 
ii. Gravity is also neglected in the angular equations of motion. 
The implications for the 2-DOF model are: if 0 is “small” 
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during stance (small forward velocity), the torque about the 
foot due to gravity has a small effect on the motion of the 
mass. Further, the robot motion is roughly symmetric about 
the vertical position, so if one is only interested in the net 
angle change during the stance phase, the gravity term ap- 
proximately integrates to  zero in this equation of motion. 
The simplified equations may be normalized by dividing by the 
mass, m, and the maximum leg length, rma2. The nondimensional 
length is called ( (i.e. ( = rm,s and (zero = e). 
Assumption (ii) results in a conservation of angular momentum 
expression: t26 = E ,  where E represents the normalized angular 
momentum of the point mass about its foot position. Angular mo- 
mentum arises due to  our assumption that the robot pivots about 
the foot, which is assumed not to  slip during the stance phase. 
The quantity E remains constant during each stance phase due 
to  the omission of gravity from the angular equations of motion. 
The conservation equation may be substituted in the radial equa- 
tions t o  yield a differential equation entirely in (. These simplified 
equations are listed below for each phase: 
i. t h r u s t  phase: 
ii. decompression phase:  
iii. flight: 
z = o ;  i + g = o .  (3.7) 
iv. compression:  
where x is the actual forward velocity, ni: is a “gain” and Tatonee 
estimates the duration of the stance phase. This expression was 
developed for passive hopping without thrust and the factor of 
3 in the first term may be replaced by another gain, Ktime, to  
approximate for the effects of thrust. Note that the algorithm is 
largely kinematic in nature. 
4. The Poincarb  Return Map for the 2 DOF Model 
During stance, the phase trajectory of the 2-DOF system is de- 
scrjbed by time, t ,  and the four states, (, (, 8 and 8. However, only 
(, [ and 0 are independent, as 0 is determined by conservation of 
angular momentum. Following [3], the dynamics of the system 
are sampled a t  the beginning of the thrust phase (i = 0), and the 
return map will be independent of (. It can also be shown that 
the system is autonomous, so that time can be ignored as well. 
The remaining two variables ( and 8 do not fully describe the the 
dynamic behavior because the constant stance angular momen- 
tum may vary from hop to hop. Thus, the 2-DOF robot return 
map is three dimensional: {, 6 and E are recorded a t  the start of 
each thrust phase. It should be noted that the three dimensional 
map reduces to  the 1-D map for the case of purely vertical motion. 
Hence, the 1-D map is embedded in the three dimensional map. 
The simplified equations (3.5 to  3.8) cannot be integrated to  yield 
explicit functions of time. Consequently, a closed form Poincark 
map is not obtainable, as for the 1-DOF model, and we must 
resort to  other methods of constructing the return map. In this 
problem, direct numerical integration of the equations to  derive 
the return map is not desirable for two reasons: (1) the nonlinear 
leg stiffness term is very sensitive to errors in [ and an adaptive 
time step, which is computationally burdensome, is required in 
order to  maintain accuracy and stability of the algorithm; (2) 
valuable insight into the dynamics can be lost. For example, had 
the 1-D map of [3] been computed numerically, the dependence of 
the hopping dynamics on the physical parameters would not have 
been apparent. 
Since the constant stance angular momentum may vary from hop 
to hop, and E2 respectively denote angular momentum dur- 
note that the dynamical reduce to the l-DOF model 
equations for purely vertical motion. 
Since an analytical return map is not feasible and direct numerical 
of the return map. A numerical method for finding the exact solu- 
tion which does not rely upon brute force integration is discussed 
in 55. If we assume that E is “small,” a n  approximate solution 
ing the thrust/decompression and next compression Also approaches have drawbacks, we seek an anal?dical approximation 
3.2 The Foot Placement Algorithm (FPA) 
_ _  
may be developed in terms of a regular perturbation series in E .  
The perturbation solution must ultimately be verified with numer- 
ical solution of the equations, $5. The implication of a “small” 
E that the robot moves forward with “smalln velocity. No 
approximation is required for the flight phase equations. 
In contrast to  the 1-DOF model, the 2-DOF m d e l  requires afoot  
placement algorithm to actively control and balance its forward 
motion. The FPA does not enter explicitly in the equations of - -  
motion because the leg is assumed massless, but it determines 
where the robot foot should be located a t  touchdown. This deter- 4.1 Perturbation Solution of the Equations 
mines the initial conditions for the ensuing phases. A complete 
description of the FPA may be found in [1,5]. Given a desired 
forward velocity, idesired, the algorithm places the foot a distance 
neutral point 
e\ 
Figure  7: Description of Foot Placement Algorithm Variables 
xezten8ion in front of the body to  regulate the actual forward ve- 
locity (Figure 7). zeztension is computed as, 
The most elementary version of the perturbation method repre- 
sents the solution of the simplified equations in the form of a power 
series in E :  
( ( E l ,  t )  = p ( t )  + E l [ ( l ) ( t )  + E p ( t )  + . . . 
qE1, t )  = d 0 ) ( i )  + E l d l ) ( t )  + E : e ( 2 ) ( t )  + . . . (4.1) 
These expressions are substituted into the equations of motion and 
coefficients of powers of €1  are balanced. The final conditions of 
each phase will then have a power series representation which may 
be substituted into the initial conditions of the next phase. This 
process is carried out below in explicit detail in [5], and the results 
are summarized below. This perturbation expansion retains the 
first two non-trivial terms in each phase. 
T h r u s t  P h a s e  P e r t u r b a t i o n  Solution. The radial thrust phase 
perturbation terms are (where the subscript et denotes “end of 
XTstance 
Zeztenaion 7 + K z ( &  - &desired) (3’9) 
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thrust”): 
O(0) : 
O(1) : 
O(2) : 
+ 90&6t tan-’(&bt)] 
where U = i-/(2(0) and l~ = 1 + ~ 6 : ;  and the subscript 0 denotes 
the initial conditions of the hopping cycle. It can be shown that 
the first order initial conditions are actually zero. The angular 
perturbation coefficients are: 
61:) = 0;) 
Decompression Phase P e r t u r b a t i o n  Solut ion.  The end of 
decompression occurs when 6 = 1. The two term perturbation 
expansion of ( io  is (where the subscript to denotes “take off”): 
(4.6) 
The angular terms are: 
(4.7) 
where (4.7) may be evaluated by suitable numerical routines. 
F l igh t  P h a s e  Solut ion.  The radial variables must be “unnor- 
malized” to calculate the true velocity a t  take-off, The velocity 
of the point mass in the radial direction is i. [rmaz and the 
velocity tangent to the angular motion is rmazO = rmaz& (since 
( = 1 a t  take-off). The  takeoff variables in Cartesian coordinates 
are: 
where i t o  = + E ? ~ I : )  + . . .. and Oto = 0;;’ + ~10;:’ + . . . 
Note that xio and i t o  cannot be computed exactly since only a 
finite number of terms in the perturbation series of [ t o  and eto are 
evaluated and substituted into these equations. The only force 
acting on the mass is the gravitational force, hence the motion of 
the mass is ballistic. The details of the flight phase calculations 
are not presented but may be found in [5]. 
The FPA determines xez~ns ,on  (3.9). This fixes Otd, and the veloc- 
ities, i t d  and ytd (where the subscript t d  denotes “touchdown”). A 
reverse transformation changes the Cartesian variables back into 
a polar representation: 
where €2 is the new angular momentum that remains fixed during 
the new stance phase. 
Compression P h a s e  P e r t u r b a t i o n  Solut ion.  The two term 
perturbation expansion of teee is: 
(4.10) 
where ec denotes “end of compression.” The first two nonzero 
terms in the hip angle perturbation series are: 
6;:) = 
(4.11) 
C o m p u t a t i o n  of Tstance. The computation of xeztens,on via the 
FPA requires the calculation of the stance time, Tstance. The 
stance time for the current stance phase is not known so Raibert 
approximates Tstance from the previous stance phase. An ana- 
lytical first order approximation may obtained by using the first 
integrals of motion of the unperturbed equations. Details of this 
derivation are in [5]. 
The Poincark return map is obtained by successively substituting 
the individual solutions of each phase into the following phase. 
However, the resulting size of the expressions makes this inconve- 
nient, and we resort to  a numerical analysis of this map, which is 
guided by results of the 1-D model. Analysis of the map proper- 
ties, like that performed in (31 is possible, but our immediate goal 
is to determine whether the bifurcations seen in the 1-D map are 
also a feature of the forward running system. It is also easily seen 
how the 3-D map reduces to  the 1-D map as E + 0. 
5. Exact Solut ion of t h e  Equat ions  
We briefly outline a n  exact numerical scheme for determining the 
Poincari. map which combines numerical integration, quadrature 
and solution of transcendental equations. The advantage of this 
method over brute force numerical integration of the equations is 
the fact that the singularity problems which occur in numerically 
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integrated solution do not arise here. The compression, thrust 
and decompression phases posses useful first integrals of motion 
for the radial variable. The thrust phase equations are integrated 
numerically with any suitable algorithm. 
The velocity a t  takeoff may be computed directly from the d e  
compression first integral: 
0950 
0900 
(5.1) 
Note that E is still the normalized angular momentum, but no 
assumption is made on its magnitude. The change in stannce 
angle may be computed from the following integral: 
- 
- exact 
(5.2) 
The flight phase computations remain the same and Sec a t  the end 
of the compression phase is the solution of the following transce- 
dental equation: 
8,, is computed using: 
1 
Expressions (5.2) to  (5.4) may be evaluated to  any desired accu- 
racy using suitable numerical techniques. 
6. Resu l t s  and Numerical  Analysis of t h e  3-D Map 
While the exact solution in the previous section is useful for con- 
structing accurate bifurcation diagrams, the perturbation solution 
demonstrates quantitatively that: 
The radial zeroth order terms of each phase may be combined 
to  yield the 1-D return map of [3] for the case rzerO = 0. Thus, 
the 1-DOF model should be a good qualitative predictor of the 
dynamac behavior of the 2-DOF model radial component. 
the FPA has a only second order effect on the radial portion 
of the map dynamics. 
the angle of the robot is determined by the FPA to zeroth 
order since 8td is directly determined by the FPA through 
the calculation of i e z t e n s r o n .  The change in angle during the 
stance phase derives from a first drder effect. 
The 1-D map is a function of two non-dimensional variables, X 
and /3, and [3] studied co-dimension 1 bifurcations in which X is 
varied while p is constant. The 2-DOF model has more param- 
eters, and k i ,  which are candidate variables for bifurcation 
diagrams. The authors felt that the FPA gains should be chosen 
to  yield stable behavior over the largest possible range of 7, 6t,  
and 7. Hence, only A, was varied in our numerical investigation, as 
these results may be meaningfully compared to the co-dimension 
1 bifurcations of the 1-D map. Note that variations in X are ef- 
fected by changing the ratio T to q. However, while increasing T 
with fixed q has the same qualitative effect as decreasing q with 
fixed T, the robot will hop higher in the first case. 
The radial motion is espected to exhibit period doubling behavior 
because the zeroth order terms in the approzimate Poincark map 
are esactly the 1-D map. There are no analogous I-D map results 
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F igu re  8: Bifurcation Diagram Components 
To illustrate the effect of variations in /3 on bifurcation behavior, 
the bifurcation diagrams in Figures g(a,b,c) have the same pa- 
rameters as Figure 8, except 6t = 0.005. Figure 9 clearly shows 
the period doubling route to chaos first seen in the 1-DOF model. 
The perturbation and exact solutions are almost indistinguishable. 
Experience has shown that the perturbation and exact solutions 
exhibit the same qualitative behavior for 1 ~ 1  < 0.2 
Figure 10 shows the strange attractor for the same parameters in 
Figure 9 with the specific value q = 0.375. In other words, Figure 
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Figure  9: Bifurcation Diagram Components 
F igure  10: Strange Attractor in Hopping Dynamics 
10 shows the attracting set of the hopping dynamics for a regime 
of chaotic behavior. [5] should be consulted for further simula- 
tions and bifurcation diagrams which qualitatively illustrate the 
effect of variations in forward running speed on dynamic behav- 
ior. Interestingly, the 3-D map can bifurcate t o  chaos for the same 
set of parameters which result in period-4 hopping in the 1-DOF 
model- the forward motion has an observable perturbative effect 
on the vertical hopping dynamics. 
7. Simulat ions wi th  G r a v i t y  Included 
Does the period doubling observed above persist when gravity 
terms are included during the stance phase? A model with grav- 
ity implemented in all phases of motion is obviously a “better” 
model of the real system. The effect of gravity on the 1-DOF 
model is discussed in (41. For the 2-DOF model, this question 
can not be currently answered with confidence. Figure 11 shows 
a plot of robot height vs. time for a simulation of a 2-DOF model 
including gravity. This simulation clearly illustrates that period-2 
behavior is possible. The period doubling parameter values for 
this simulation were predicted directly from the 1-D map with 
gravity, much the same as the 1-DOF gravityless model closely 
predicts the period doubling bifurcation of the 2-DOF gravityless 
model. 
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F i g u r e  11: Robot Height During Period-:! Hop for 2-DOF 
time 
Model with Gravity 
8. Conclusion 
This paper developed a 2-DOF simplified model of Raibert’s hop- 
ping robots which is an extension of previously developed vertical 
models 13). In both the 1-DOF and 2-DOF models, the global dy- 
namic behavior and its variation with respect to system and con- 
trol parameter changes are analyzed via Poincar6 return maps. 
Both an analytical approximate and an exact numerical return 
map were developed. The approximate solution, shown to be ac- 
curate for small forward velocity, quantitatively and qualitatively 
describes the coupling between the lateral and vertical dynamics 
and the effect of the FPA. Since the 1-D map developed in [3] 
is embedded in the 2-DOF model return map, we predicted that 
period doubling behavior should occur, as in the 1-DOF model. 
The bifurcation diagrams indeed verify that period doubling and 
chaotic behavior also occurs in the 2-DOF model. Further, we 
presented simulations which include gravity during stance phase 
which also exhibit period doubling behavior. 
This analysis shows that exotic behavior can exist for such simple 
models, and is a further demonstration that the Poincark map is 
a useful tool for analyzing dynamically stable locomotion. This 
analysis suggests that Raibert’s foot placement algorithms nom- 
inally lead to stable period-1 hopping motion, but can exhibit 
higher period stable hopping for some system parameter values. 
We propose that the perturbation model developed in this paper 
will be useful in future research on new foot placement algorithms. 
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